We lost our field, what next?

Now that the 2009 football season is over, our field is now a mud pit. In August our field was a beautiful bermudagrass field. We tried overseeding with ryegrass but no sooner than it came up and we were playing in the rain. After several weeks of playing games in heavy rain the field was reduced to muck. We have 70 games played on our field a year (local college football, high school football, youth football, and boys/girls soccer). A number of people insist we switch to a synthetic turf. I’m not sure where we would get the money for a synthetic field. Can you help us with our options? We already think that our spring soccer season will have to be moved to another site as our field is not safe in its present condition.
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Just before rolling, I would suggest putting out more annual ryegrass. It is so late in the year that germination may not be very good. Since they have already overseeded with what sounded like a significant amount of seed, I would suggest only adding about 400 more pounds of seed on the center of the field. Depending on the (cold) weather, this still may not work. In that case they may get some field erosion during the winter and spring and ultimately require more prep work to fix this in the spring.

If field is not full with ryegrass in spring, they should do some spring-seeding of ryegrass once the temperatures begin to warm. With a March soccer season, they should consider seeding the ryegrass a couple of weeks before the season starts and then “dust” the field with more seed as needed during the season. Of course the successes of these approaches are all weather dependent.

Even if seeding works and they get through the spring, they need to consider re-establishing bermudagrass in the late spring to early summer in preparation for fall football. It would be better to start early to give the bermudagrass time to mature as much as possible before fall football. This should be done as part of the field renovation designed to minimize this problem in the future.

The “high-end” option is to build a conventional sand-based field that has gravel and pipe drainage adequate to handle heavy rain. As for costs, a contractor can evaluate the site and situation and provide an estimate based on materials, labor, and construction constraints. Note that anytime a field contains appreciable sand in its base, a good irrigation system becomes more important.

A less costly renovation option is to top the present field with a 5 to 6-inch sand cap. Traditional drain lines should be installed under the sand cap. Due to significantly less earthwork and sand needed compared to a total sand profile, the cost should be about half of a full sand-based field. Note this will require the removal of the top 5-6 inches of the present field.

A third renovation option is to slit drain the present field. One method that does not have drain lines (just sand-filled trenches) is called the Cambridge Athletic Field Drainage System or Sand Drainage System. It relies on using a grid of deep, closely-spaced slits cut into the field and backfilled with an appropriate sand. A similar alternative is to cut lateral slits and use narrow drainage pipe. These types of systems can be effective at removing water, but you still have a heavy soil on the surface (between drain line runs) that is subject to being saturated during a rainy event.

A fourth option is one recently tested by Dr Trey Rogers at Michigan State University. In his work they took relatively healthy fields, installing wide-spaced drainage lines, and quickly built up the field with repeated heavy
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If two fields could be renovated and turned into top-quality fields, it would reduce the number of events that need to be moved to another location. If two fields could be renovated and turned into top-quality fields, it would reduce the number of events that need to be moved to another location.

Along with these options, I would also like to point out that for the cost of a synthetic turf field, one could easily renovate the football stadium field and another nearby field. I think it is important that school administration consider the possibilities of moving some events to another location. If two fields could be renovated and turned into top-quality fields, it would reduce the impact on the football stadium field.

This brings me to my last point. The field needs to be adequately maintained year-round to maximize its performance. This along with good construction will go a long way toward preserving a good field through a bad season.